
HCCC #241 Board Meeting Minutes March 1, 2021 

Attendance: Cheryl Hebb, Sue Dooley, Bernie Young, Jean Whalen, Bonnie MacDonald, 

Robyn Elliott, Don Buck (Canmar), Patrick Parnell 

Meeting called to order, 

Discussion on approval of minutes via email. Majority is required to approve. 

Patrick’s report: 

Keith has asked if he can hire help for spring and fall clean up of the garden. He thinks he 

will need 2 people for 2 days to help with the clean up. Jean moved to approve him hiring the 

2 individuals to assist with the garden work for 4 hours in the spring and 4 in the fall. 

Seconded by Sue and unanimous approval. 

Pot lights in the lobby were thought to have burned out after the last power outage, however, 

they came back on a week later. The electrician was in the building doing some other work 

and advised Patrick that the lights will do that when they are coming to the end of their life. 

The entire light fixture needs to be replaced, not just the bulb. Discussed if we should 

replace now or wait till the next power outage or they just stop working. Unanimous 

agreement to replace the fixtures now. Canmar will get a quote to replace. 

Bottle fund - there is $65.30. Bonnie has the funds and will purchase a new plant for the 

lobby. 

Garage heater fan has been fixed. 

Hand sanitizer beside the elevator - we wanted to install plexiglass underneath this one as it 

is leaving a mess all over the wall. We are unable to source the glass. We discussed 

options, Don suggested we replace that one with the same foam ones that we currently have 

in the garage. Sue moved to replace this one, unanimous agreement. 

Lights on the back of the building have been replaced. These are each now 20 watts lower 

from the original 80 watts. The original lights were too bright. All agreed they are better. 



Light in the front of the building by the wheelchair ramp has not yet been installed. The 

electrician is waiting for better weather. This is not a simple install, as the electrical is not 

currently installed, and wiring will need to be run. It will be installed when weather allows. 

Canmar report: 

Signing officer - we are normally not able to amend the signing officer until the board is 

registered with the joint stock. However, there is no one working in that department and we 

have not been able to be registered. The bank has agreed to approve a new signing officer. 

Patrick is picking up the forms tomorrow to deliver to Sue to be signed and returned to the 

bank. 

Generator - Don has obtained a quote to have a generator installed. We are looking at this 

because of the recent power outage where a resident was trapped in the elevator. Thegenerator would 

run the elevator and the lights for the common areas. To install the pad and 

the generator without a fuel source in the back of the building, the quote is $75,000 plus tax. 

To cover this cost, we would require membership approval and need 66 ⅔ membership 

approval. We agreed to add this to the agenda at the AGM to discuss with all the owners as 

this is not included in the reserve fund study 

The AED has been ordered and should be here next week. Patrick and Canmar will 

coordinate install. 

Elevator permit is in. 

Shingle repair on Pine St. and Victoria St. side. Canmar has received a quote for the 

shingles but still requires a quote for the scaffolding. The quote will be forwarded to the 

board for review. It is approximately $17,000 plus HST per side. Since we will be installing 

scaffolding, we will obtain quotes to repoint the brick and caulk windows. There are 2 

windows that are leaking and these will be repaired at the same time. We have set a 

deadline to have the quotes back within 3 weeks. We need to book this work to be done so 

we can have the work done this year, as these companies book up quickly. We are looking at 



making the bookings by the end of March. 

The back of the building should be fine as it isn’t exposed to the weather like the other sides 

of the building. We can leave this for the next reserve fund study. 

Garage cleaning is booked for June 26. 

Carpet cleaning will be done after that. 

This is when some of us were disconnected from the meeting. The joys of technology. 

Next meeting scheduled for April 6, 2021, at 6:30 pm 

Minutes were approved via email. – motioned by Jean to approve. 


